
Adobe Photoshop CS4
Bitmap paint and photo editing software.

It creates images & animation for print & the web.



Adobe Photoshop can . . .
Paint & Draw

Retouch

Colour Correct

Crop & Resize

Photo Montages



Adobe Photoshop can . . .
Create Cutouts

Create Web buttons/pages

Create & Retouch Animation

Create Panoramic images

Apply Images to dynamic 3D models



Photoshop versions
Photoshop Extended

Photoshop (Standard)

Photoshop Elements (Basic)

www.photoshop.com (Free - Very Basic)

Photoshop.com mobile app.

http://www.photoshop.com
http://www.photoshop.com


Types of computer graphics

Bitmap Vector

There are two main types of computer graphic:
those made by applying colour to Pixels (ie. Bitmap graphics - eg. Photoshop, 
PaintShopPro...)
those made by creating Paths (defined as Vectors - eg. Illustrator, CorelDraw, Freehand...)



image resolution

Bitmap

measured in: 
Dots per Inch (dpi)
Pixels per Inch (ppi)

A grid of pixels is 
called a Raster

Number of pixels in an image
Image Resolution



image resolution

Bitmap

The higher the image resolution, the better the definition



image resolution

The higher the image resolution, the better the definition

Low resolution High resolution 72dpi 300dpi

Image resolution can be determined by using [image resolution (dpi) = 2 x halftone screen 
(lpi)].
Magazines and brochures use between 150-200 lpi screens, hence 300dpi image resolution.
Computer monitors are set to a fixed pixel resolution (approx. 72ppi), hence creating images 
for on screen use only requires 72dpi.



image resolution

Bitmap

Increasing image scale

Scaling up a bitmap image, significantly, will result in a loss in quality due to the resampling 
of the image!



image resolution

Bitmap

Increasing image resolution

If you were to take a low resolution file, and choose Image > Image Resolution and increase 
the resolution, the quality wouldn’t significantly improve! The software isn’t subjective, as if 
you were calculating the colour of the new pixels!



Layers

Background
colour

Selection

1 Pixel depth

Floating
Selection

In a single layered image, moving a selection with the Move tool, lifts the Selection off the 
surface, temporarily (called a “Floating Selection”). When this is deselected, it is pasted over 
the existing pixels (deleting them permanently!). To get more and avoid this scenario, create 
images on separate layers.



Colour models

Additive Subtractive

RGB CMY
R

G B

C

M Y

Colours are describe by several models. 
Cameras, TV’s, video, lighting & computer monitors work in RGB.
Printing is based on the subtractive model (CMY). 



Process Colours

Subtractive

CMY CMY=brown

Process colours
CMY K

CMY controls the amount of RGB being viewed.
Because of the impurities in the inks, combining CMY creates a muddy brown. So when 
printing, Black (defined as ‘K’) is added in order to get definition. These are called the Process 
colours.



Gamut (colour space)

RGB

CMYK

LAB
Out of Gamut !

4 Colour 
equivalent

Colours are contained within Colour spaces (or ‘Gamuts’).
‘Out of Gamut’ is a colour that is outside the gamut, and therefore will not be accurately 
printed, when brought into Gamut. 



Spot Colour (eg. Pantone)

Spot colour
Spot colours do not 
use process colours 
in their ‘make-up’

CMYK can only produce a limited number of colours. Sometimes, colours are required that sit 
outside the CMYK gamut. Spot colours are a generic term that describes these, a typical 
example would be a metallic colour such as bronze.



Type

Type
Type
T y p e
Type

Baseline

Size (pt)

Leading (pt)Horizontal
scale

Tracking
(*Kerning)

Baseline shift
ee

There are approximately 72 points to the inch.
Kerning is the spacing between two letters; tracking is more than two letters.



Type
 _ +
Shift  Control (Alt) < >Size
Alt  (Control) ↑ ↓Leading
Alt  (Control) ← →Track/Kern
Shift  Alt ↓ ↑Baseline Shift

Replace the Control key with the Command key on the Mac
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